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ZEITSCHRIFT is published bi-monthly by the Sonnenschein Region Porsche Club of America 
 

The Club Leadership is: 
President:        Vice-President:  VACANT!!  Contact the Club if interested 

        
Wally Lindenmuth   wflinden2@aol.com  
  
Treasurer and Secretary & Past President:          Membership Chair & Facebook Coordinator:   

  
Pete Mellin   peter.mellin@att.net   Stephen Pearce   spearceus@bellsouth.net 
 
Webmaster:              Newsletter Editor:   

  
Keith Boring   boringk@cox.net           Roger Gilmore   ryc940@gmail.com 
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Track Event Safety Steward: 

 
Bob Langham   rmljml@cox.net 
 

 

 

 

This Edition’s Cover: 

2015 Le Mans Finish:  Overall First Place #19 Porsche 919 (Earl Bamber, Nico Hulkenburg, Nick Tandy), 

followed by Second Place #17 Porsche 919 (Timo Bernard, Brendon Hartley, Mark Webber) 

 

 

 

More Chances To Win Prizes!! 

Wouldn’t you love to see YOUR name front & center in the Newsletter? 
***Think of the Fame; the Notoriety!!*** 

All you have to do is send me (Roger Gilmore, ryc940@gmail.com) your caption for the “non-traditional” Porsche photo 
in each Newsletter in the “P.S. Until the Next Time” section.  I will pick the best one submitted and you’ll see your 

winning caption, along with your name IN LIGHTS in the next Newsletter Edition!! 
In addition, you’ll have the same choice of prizes as the Trivia Question:   

$25 cash, or 2 free Autocross passes! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:rmljml@cox.net
mailto:ryc940@gmail.com
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HERE’S YOUR WINNER FOR THE JULY PHOTO CAPTION CONTEST: 
 
 

CHRIS SEMBER, PENSACOLA 

 
Chris has chosen to walk with the $25 cash prize! 

 
 

Below is the July Photo with Chris’s winning caption: 
 

 

Some pit stops take a lot longer than others. 
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Wally Lindenmuth 

 

We are starting our fall season out and have lots to do. We have our first Autocross Sept. 19, 2015 at 

Robertsdale, AL location. We are also having an extra event at Pace High School on Oct 17 and this will be a 

fund raising event for the Pace High School Band. I think we will also having our Fall Run thru the back roads of 

Mississippi. This is a lot of fun and we always end up at a great place to eat afterwards.  

We also have a number of DE’s coming up at Barber, Road Atlanta & NOLA so check the Newsletter’s 

“Upcoming Events” section and Club Registration.net for entry dates. I know the Oct. 24 & 25 DE at Road 

Atlanta entries open Sept 7th. 

I had the pleasure of riding in a new Cayman GT4 a couple of weeks ago and I want one bad. They only come 

with the 6 speed and 385 HP, the whole suspension is from the GT3. We will have two GT4’s in our region and 

I am told that one of them will be at our Autocross on Sept. 19 in Robertsdale. Come out and see it.  

We are planning again to have our Christmas Party at the Grand Hotel in Point Clear, AL don’t have a date yet 

but stay tuned.  

The club is looking for some good people to volunteer to be officers of the club. We also need a State Rep for 

Alabama. The club is growing and we need some of the new people to help us with the management of the 

club.  

Steve just put out information on Escape to the Black Hills. Mary and I went to Escape last year in Orlando.  

This is a three-day event (like a mini Parade); I have lived in the Rapid City area and wish I could go this year.  

There are some great sites to see around the Black Hills area and the first of Oct. the weather should be great. 

I will be going the weekend of Sept. 12 for a PCA Zone meeting in Ocala, FL, which is home of the new PCA 

Thoroughbred Region. Sonnenschein Region was asked along with North Florida Region to do a Zone Fest this 

year but it did not happen. Hopefully we can work something out for the northern part of the state in the 

future.  I think there will be a Zone Fest next year in Sebring, FL.  

Hope to see a lot of you out for our autocross on Sept. 19 in Robertsdale, AL. Remember: Porsche’s are meant 

to be driven, not parked in the garage. 
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A Call for Volunteers 
Editor 

 

 
 

A club, any club, is only as good as its constituent members make it.  YOUR Club, Sonnenschein PCA, is 
currently made up of 142 primary members and 74 affiliate members, for a total of 216 people that 
potentially can assist with the running of the Club. 
 
Bob Clemons, our Vice President, is moving to Nashville and his position is open. We thank Bob for his 
enthusiastic service and expertise to the club, and wish him the very best as his journey continues in Nashville. 
 
Pete Mellin took on the position of the Club’s Treasurer a number on months ago, in addition to his role as 
Secretary. Pete is also a past President of the Club, and a frequent contributor to the Newsletter. Another one 
of his fine articles appears next in this Newsletter edition. His dedicated service to the Club over many years is 
deeply appreciated. But he would certainly enjoy offloading his plate a bit and have someone else pick up the 
Secretary position. 
 
So the Club currently has two Board positions open and available:  Vice President and Secretary. Neither of 
these takes much in the way of a time commitment and they do not impose any substantial burden. Please 
give this some thought and if interested, email Wally, or any other Board Member. If you’re relatively new to 
the Club, this is an excellent way to get involved and influence the future direction of the Club. If you’re an 
old-time member, perhaps now is the time to consider giving something back to your Club.   
 
Give this some consideration and thanks! 
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Porsche Parade 2015 
Article & Photos:  Pete Mellin 

 
We recently attended our 6th Porsche Parade in French Lick, IN. It was very good, and turned out to be one of 
our favorites.    
 
I prefer non-interstate roads when time permits, so after taking I-65 to Birmingham, we headed northwest to 
towards Florence, AL. Along the way we visited the Natural Bridge, the longest rock arch east of the Rockies. I 
estimate it to be 150 feet long and 80 feet high. It is located, of course, in Natural Bridge, AL. We also found AL 
13, a wonderfully smooth and curvy road very similar to Tail of the Dragon. 
 
At Florence we crossed the Tennessee River. Since Florence has as many helpful road signs as it does Union 
heroes, I'm not sure which road we were on going into Tennessee, but we ended up on TN 13, also a delightful 
2-lane road. It crossed the Natchez Trace Parkway, taking us northwest towards Land Between the Lakes 
National Recreation Area. LBL, as locals call it, lies between the north-and-south running Kentucky Lake on the 
west and Lake Barkley on the east.  
 
We crossed the Ohio River at Evansville (impressive bridge), into Indiana and on to French Lick. The main 
headquarters hotel was the French Lick Resort, a large, old, elegant hotel that was perfect for our Parade. A 
huge ornate lobby, big front porch with rocking chairs, and excellent restaurants (including an ice cream parlor) 
in the building made it ideal. The West Baden Springs Resort, about a mile west, has the spectacular 200-foot 
diameter dome and was our secondary headquarters, but we preferred the French Lick Resort.  
 
Wally, Walter, and yours truly were the Sonnenschein attendees, shown here at the Concours. Fortunately we 
did not receive the same level of scrutiny as the red 356, as I'm sure none of us would have passed. There were 
well over 100 gorgeous cars at this event. 
 
During the week Patsy and I participated in the Patoka Lake Dinner Cruise, the TSD Rally as volunteers, and three 
driving tours: Ohio River, Gimmick Rally to Churchill Downs, and a winery. The driving tours were all a lot of fun, 
with good roads, good sightseeing, and a good restaurant for lunch.  
 
One of my cardinal Parade rules is to leave a full day to enjoy local, non-PCA things and events. There was so 
much to do at French Lick this year that I forgot that rule, and here we are at an Indiana Railroad Museum with 
no time to tour it. We did see Wally in a parking lot next to the museum, and he had just loaded his car into the 
trailer. The electric part of his winch was not working, so he had to hand winch it in. Fortunately we came along 
just after the car was loaded! 
 
So when the end of our 7-day Parade arrived, we were a little worn out and a little sad to be leaving, but quite 
happy that we had gotten to enjoy another one.  
 
I’ve included some photos below. 
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Above:  A welcoming Porsche entrance to the French Lick Resort! 

 
 
 

 
Above:  Concours judging.  Where are the white gloves? 
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Above:  Left to right:  Yours truly, Walter Benecke, and Wally Lindenmuth 

 
 

 
Above:  At the Indiana Railway Museum but no time to investigate! 
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Lessons Learned At Our First Porsche Parade 
Tom Kirk, Space Coast Region, courtesy of Porsche e-Brake News 

 

As a resident of Florida, I have regretted not making it to nearby Savannah, Georgia for the Porsche Parade in 
2011 for four years now — especially since the following ones in Utah, Michigan and California were too far 
away. 
So when my wife Cyndie and I saw French Lick, Indiana, as the location of the 2015 Parade, we figured this was 
our next best chance to go. Here is a quick recap of what we did, along with a few lessons we learned during 
our time there. 
Lesson 1: Register as early as you can 
By the time we decided to go, there were no rooms in all of French Lick (forget about the resort venues), and 
all the best drives and tours were already sold out. Undaunted, we registered anyway and were assigned car 
number 1,007 (they start with car number 1). 
We booked a hotel 20 miles away in Jasper, chose some dinners to attend and the autocross, figuring we 
would explore the Indiana countryside on our own. 
Lesson 2: Keep checking for rooms 
The week before the event I called all the hotels again and found a room at a hotel in French Lick just 1 mile 
from the activities at the resorts. Things were already starting to improve. 
We then caravanned to our North Carolina home, which is about halfway to French Lick. Our new Macans 
were the perfect cars for the trip — smooth, powerful, great-handling cars they are. We would put them to 
good use the next day. 
The next morning, we experienced the superior capabilities of these fabulous cars as we assaulted The Tail of 
the Dragon at Deals Gap. We left our house in the rain to find The Dragon soaking wet and virtually empty 
because of the conditions. 
The turbocharged V6 and full-time all-wheel drive of our Macans were put to the test, and they rocked! Any 
other cars we encountered had to pull off the road to get out of our way as we executed the The Dragon's 318 
curves over its 11-mile length. 
Lesson 3: Check the bulletin boards 
We drove straight to the French Lick resort for registration. On a bulletin board where people post messages, 
we found tickets for the Ohio River Scenic Tour that someone wanted to sell. We arranged for their purchase 
and were excited to have them. 
Lesson 4: Get to the goody store right away 
It was like a feeding frenzy. Cyndie and I bought a few items, but by the end of the first day there was nothing 
left. 
Day 1 was the Concours. As you would expect, this was a huge display of beautiful machines. Since this was 
the 60th Parade, there was a special venue called 60 4 60. Here 60 cars over the last 60-plus years were 
displayed together with information about their unique places in Porsche history. The bookends were a black 
1949 356 Gmünd coupe and a deep purple 2015 918 Spyder. 
Day 2 was the Ohio River Scenic Tour drive. The registration said it was limited to 40 cars, so we felt fortunate 
to have secured our spot. But, by the time we started rolling, 120 cars were there including a 2015 Targa at 
the front of the line, driven by Dr. Wolfgang Porsche and his son Felix. 
It was a fun drive through the rolling hills, cornfields and Amish communities that make up this part of Indiana. 
I even got Dr. Porsche to autograph my new PCA hat I bought at the goody store. 
The next day was spent at the airport runway. In the morning, I drove a 2015 Boxster GTS courtesy of Michelin 
on a course they set up to showcase their new Pilot Sport Cup 2 tires. This was my first drive of a Boxster GTS 
ever, let alone in an autocross-type environment. The car was a blast to drive, well balanced with plenty of 
power. I got to drive the course three times, shaving off a few seconds with each pass. 
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Lesson 5: They take autocross results seriously at Parade 
After all the drivers were done, each car had to park with its hood and trunk open so your competitors could 
inspect your car for any rule violations. You could protest someone's car by giving the protest committee $100 
to hear your complaint. If your protest was valid, you got your $100 back. If you were wrong you lost your 
$100. 
This process took more than an hour after the driving finished, making Cyndie and I late for dinner that night. 
On Thursday, we struck out on our own into Amish country. The rolling hills and forests were a nice change 
from the flat, straight roads of Florida, although you did have to watch for the occasional one-lane tunnel. 
On Friday morning, we said goodbye to French Lick and headed out on the next leg of our two-week, 3,000-
mile driving adventure. Our first Parade experience created many fond memories. 
Maybe we will see you in Vermont in 2016... 
 

An Afternoon at the Porsche Experience Center Atlanta 
Article & Photos: Arnie Ondis 

 

During a recent business trip to Atlanta, I had the opportunity to visit the Porsche Experience Center (PEC). 

Reading about it and exploring the web site does not begin to convey the excitement of actually being there.  

I called ahead to find out more information and was informed that reservations are required for visitors. You 

can’t just be a walk-in – you must make reservations for either the Driver Development Track, the Simulator 

Lab or for Restaurant 356. The following day I had a morning business appointment so I made lunch 

reservations at the restaurant. The guard at the entrance gate asks for identification and reservation 

information, so be sure to call ahead.  

The first thing that struck me was the classically ultramodern architecture and design. The only word that 

describes it is stunning. The restaurant is located above a sheltered, exterior observation deck that overlooks 

the Driver Development Track. The moderately priced food was excellent, as was the service, and you are 

entertained by the surrounding activity of the cars on the track and planes on their landing approach to ATL 

Hartsfield. 

 
Above: Stock photo of the exterior. 
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Above: A view of the outdoors seating area and the track. 
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Above: Another view of the outdoors seating area and the track. The low-friction circle is on the right. 

 

 

I was not able to make reservations for the Driver Development Track because it was the middle of the 

afternoon and there was not enough advance notice. Reservations for the track need to be made about a 

week, or at least several days, in advance so that arrangements can be made for the car of your choice. You 

also have the option of using your own car on the track, but those details need to be worked out in advance as 

well.  
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I did opt for the Simulator Lab experience. I know it wasn’t the real thing but it sure was fun and it convinced 

me to keep my day job.   

 
Above: The driver simulator lab. 

The retail store is well stocked with items ranging from inexpensive mementos to accessories by Porsche 

Design. I picked up a couple of hats and a poster for my office, but could have really gone on a spree.  

Many different vehicles are displayed throughout the facility, and I especially enjoyed those in the classic 

gallery. Talk about eye candy! Another area, possibly a restoration area, contained several classics, but that 

room was locked and the cars could not be viewed. Frankly, I thought there would be more cars on exhibit, 

but the PEC has only been open for a few months and maybe they are just getting started with their museum 

displays. 

This is a very family-friendly environment. Staff members seemed to go out of their way to assure that your 

experience is a great one. I also sensed a certain camaraderie among the fellow visitors.  

The complex is easy to get to. It is located close to a well-marked exit off I-75 on the northeast corner of the 

airport perimeter. The PEC is south of the heart of the city so you won’t be in most of that tangled mess 

known as Atlanta traffic.   

The PEC is definitely a destination and it would take the better part of a day or more to enjoy all of the 

offerings. It was a great afternoon and I am looking forward to returning and getting on the track! 
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Above: Porsche 962 and 1994 Le Mans podium finisher (3rd place, I believe, behind the winner, #36 962) 

Below: A 2015 911 GTS Club Coupe, made to celebrate PCA’s 60th anniversary. Only 60 were made. 
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Above 2 photos: A very pristine 356 Cabriolet. 
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Above: An early 911. How about that green?! 

 
Above: A 959 rally car. Jacky Ickx and Claude Brasseur piloted this car in the 1985 Paris-Dakar Rally 
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Point of View 
Editor 

 
NOTE: The opinions in the article are strictly those of the Editor and do not reflect the views of Sonnenschein PCA. 

 

September is my birth month, and with my 2-year anniversary of being your Newsletter Editor rapidly 

approaching, I though I’d put pen to paper, so to speak, and share some thoughts with you for this edition of 

the Newsletter. 

I think most of you know that the annual Porsche Parade, hosted by Porsche Club of America (PCA), was held 

this past June in French Lick, Indiana. What some of you may not know is that there are judging contests held 

at each Parade; two of these are for each regional Club’s Newsletter and their Website. Keith Boring, our 

Webmaster, has produced and modified our Website so it is now a regular national winner at Parade. He once 

again picked up a prize (and a nice trophy!) at this year’s Parade. It’s an impressive accomplishment and well-

deserved kudos to Keith! I believed that we also had a pretty good product with our Newsletter, so I 

submitted two editions from calendar year 2014 for consideration at this year’s Parade. 

Well, my personal assessment of our Newsletter was off the mark. Way off the mark. Not that I was expecting 

to actually win a prize in our category, but I was anticipating a decent showing. 

I came in last. Not only last place for our regional grouping, but last for the entire country. 

Humbling to say the least. PCA has 13 Zones, and 144 local Regions, so coming in dead last out of 144 is a bit 

hard on the ego. Mind you, not all 144 Regions submitted entries for judging, but I think you get the idea.  

However, I’m pretty thick-skinned, so there’s no lasting ill effect. 

After viewing the judge’s results, I pulled up the latest Newsletter edition from the Club that won the first 

place prize for our Region’s category. It was very well produced and had eye-catching graphics. It looked 

absolutely fabulous. It had the appearance of a professionally published magazine. Really! And 50-60% of it 

consisted of glitzy full-page ads for local car dealers (including Mercedes & Audi), local auto accessory stores, 

tire shops, repair shops and the like. There were even ads for financial services, eyeglass shops, and laundry 

services!   

I’m no graphic design artist or “desktop publishing” pro. Heck, I have a hard time (which usually involves some 

cursing) just using Microsoft Word for Mac every time I put together the Newsletter. 
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Hmmm…  That got me thinking even more. I mean, what on earth? Is “Style” all that more important than 

“Substance?” Is Us magazine what PCA is after, instead of Autoweek?  (With apologies to any Us subscribers 

out there…not that there’s anything wrong with that!) 

I also learned that, for purposes of Newsletter judging, technical articles were frowned upon and verboten.  

Ouch & Oh Well… 

Recall PCA’s slogan: “It’s not just the cars, it’s the people”. 

Which I disagree with to some degree because I happen to think it is about the cars, first and foremost. If it 

weren’t, I’d have a Scion FRS parked in our garage. Of course the people are important; I’ve made many dear 

and lasting friends through Sonnenschein and other local regional Clubs. But I’m a PCA member because I 

drive a Porsche, not because of whom I may meet.  I’ll go to my local VFW for that. PCA’s slogan should be: 

“It’s all about the cars…and the people!” 

Which brings me to the main point of this commentary, which has to do with why we own Porsches. 

With the exception of a number of years we spent living southern Spain, I’ve had some form of a Porsche 

vehicle under my roof since my mid-twenties.   WHY? 

Is it because of an air of exclusivity? No. Is it because of perceived value? Yeah, right! (And if it were, I’d be 

driving that FRS!) Is it the glamour? No. Is it how they look? Looks help, but no…not really. Is it because of the 

interesting Porsche owners you meet? That’s part of it…some of it…but not the real reason. Well then, why DO 

you drive Porsches?? I drive them because of how I feel when I’m driving. Fluidity. Connectivity. Man and 

machine, melded; the combined responses intuitive. The real, palpable quality of a vehicle engineered to 

exceed as a driving machine. The heritage of the marque, steeped in a long tradition of racing conquests, with 

designers and engineers who purposely incorporate those traits in the vehicles they sell to the public. It’s the 

passion, bordering on fanaticism, of people like Andreas Preuninger. All so that we can, perhaps, just get a 

hint, a taste, of what transpires on the racetrack. Is it about the car, then? Damn right! And I think for many of 

us, it is this quality about Porsches that makes us love them so. This same philosophy is embedded throughout 

the entire Porsche line, not just the sports cars, and is clearly found in the Panamera, Macan, and Cayenne. 

And this, in a way, relates back to the Newsletter and that perceived Style versus Substance paradigm.  

Porsche has Style, yes, but it’s the Substance that makes me plunk down my hard earned cash to purchase 

one. And it is Substance that I hope to continue to provide you in our Newsletter. Even with those darned tech 

articles! See you at our next event, at the track, or…just On The Road! 
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The Turbos Are Coming!  The Turbos Are Coming!  The Turbos Are Coming! 

Editor 
 

If anyone read through the July Newsletter Technical Notes section on “The Turbo”, I hinted at the fact that 
future Porsche sports cars would all likely be turbocharged…with a couple of exceptions. And that now 
appears to be true. The 2016 911 line-up will feature a range of turbocharged powerplants that will be more 
potent, more drivable in performance, and yet also more fuel-efficient than the naturally aspirated engines 
they replace. In the beginning, expect two different iterations: a 370-hp, twin-turbo 2.7-liter flat six for the 
Carrera and a 420-hp, twin-turbo 3.0-liter variant for the Carrera S. While these output numbers are hardly 
headline material, both twin-turbo units promise radically beefed-up torque curves as well as significant fuel-
economy savings.   
 
While the free breathing, naturally aspirated 4.0-liter motor fitted to the current 911 GT3 RS has some 
potential for further evolution, it will eventually be superseded by an even brawnier, lightweight Mk II engine, 
but without turbocharging.  The “standard” GT3 will remain normally aspirated also, as promised by Andreas 
Preuninger. The lightweight, no-frills Porsche 911R scheduled to appear in limited quantity next year will have 
a naturally aspirated 450-hp engine, which is further proof that the classic Porsche flat-six has a future in 
Stuttgart. There is also a lot of life still left in the current 3.8-liter flat six installed in the 911 Turbo, as the 
forthcoming, 600-hp Porsche 911 Turbo will demonstrate. 
 
A report on the Car Magazine website reveals more details about the upcoming four-cylinder turbo engines 
that are set to replace the naturally aspirated flat-sixes in the Boxster and Cayman. And, unfortunately, the 
horsepower output is going down—at least for the base-model and S versions. 
The report confirms the depressing news that the base, S, and GTS versions of the Boxster and Cayman will 
lose their naturally aspirated flat-six engines in early 2016. In their place will be turbocharged flat-fours of 2.0 
and 2.5 liters. 
 
The standard Boxster and Cayman get a turbocharged flat four of 2.0 liters, said to be good for 240 
horsepower. That’s against 265 horsepower for the 2.7-liter flat six in today’s Boxster and 275 ponies for the 
same engine in the current Cayman. The Boxster/Cayman S models will get a slightly larger, 2.5-liter flat-four 
turbo, making 300 horsepower. Again, that’s a ride down, as the current 3.4-liter six puts out 315 horsepower 
in the Boxster S and 325 in the Cayman S. The same 2.5-liter engine also will appear in the GTS versions of the 
cars, tuned to deliver 370 horsepower. That, at last, beats the output of today’s models, currently 330/340 
horsepower in the Boxster/Cayman GTS, respectively. 
 
Mirroring the 911 line-up and the GT3, only the ultra-high-performance Boxster Spyder and Cayman GT4 will 
retain their naturally aspirated flat-six engine, a 3.8-liter unit. Which is sure to make them even more highly 
desired than they already are. Meanwhile, one has to wonder whether the base, S, and GTS versions of the 
current Boxster/Cayman are destined to become depreciation-proof used cars, in the same vein as the final 
air-cooled 911 models (the 993 series). 
 
Of course, Porsche’s other models continue with a predominance of turbo versions. The entire Macan lineup is 
turbocharged, and with the Cayenne only the base model and the Hybrid are non-turbos cars; the S, GTS, 
Turbo, and Turbo S models are all force-fed air. With the Panamera, the base model, GTS, and Hybrid models 
are normally aspirated whilst the S, Turbo, and Turbo S models all have turbo forced induction. If these models 
continue with trend set by the 911, Cayman, and Boxster, we should expect to see an all-turbo line-up in the 
near future. 
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First Impressions 
Editor 

Well, I feel as if I’ve won the Lottery. Actually, in a manner of speaking, I have won it. Although my wife would 
probably have preferred if it were a different sort of lottery! So I’m the recent proud owner of a GT4, as of 
August 13. Tracked that sucker all the way across the Atlantic until it made port in Brunswick, GA and got 
transported to the dealer at Destin Porsche. I have about 700 miles on it as I write this, and I’ll try to give you a 
somewhat cogent description of what it’s like to drive, but first a brief interlude as to how it came into my 
hands. 
 
It was about a week after Porsche unveiled the GT4 that I was at Destin Porsche trying to get my name on 
some sort of list to get one. The GT4 was, after all, what I had been hoping Porsche would do for some time. 
So I got to the dealer, and was talking with Michael Stevenson, their lead sales agent whom I know well, and 
was informed that they had an allocation from Porsche for one GT4, and another gent had claimed that one 
car 2 days before me. Drats!! I had previously called a couple days earlier to the big Porsche dealers in Atlanta; 
they just laughed at me and said they had 30-40 people waiting on one. So I placed a deposit at Destin Porsche 
for a “ghost” second allocation…and kept my fingers crossed.  And kept them crossed for about six months, 
never knowing if it would come to fruition. Then I got an email from Michael in mid-June stating all was a 
“Go”, with an anticipated delivery in early to mid-August. WOW! The Lotto was indeed won!  

 

 
Above: Early AM at Gulf Islands National Seashore. 

 
On to the driving! Any of you that have had an interest in the GT4 have probable read a number of articles 
about it already from the automotive press, so I don’t know how much more I can contribute. But this will be 
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coming from a non-professional and thus I can perhaps offer a different perspective.  
Getting in, I put the seat all the way back (for my long legs) and then move the steering wheel as close to me 
as it will go. From that position, with my right hand on the wheel, my right pinkie finger can touch the 
gearshift. Perfect ergonomics! The clutch is just a touch on the heavy side but it engages like spreading soft 
butter on warm toast. There’s a distinct sound & tactile feeling of a solid “click-click” on the gearshift as you 
leave one gear and engage the next one. The throws are minimal and silky smooth. I always thought the 
steering on my now-traded 981 Boxster S was sublime, but somehow, Porsche has gotten the GT4’s steering 
magnitudes better. There is absolutely no play in the steering. Move the wheel a degree, no, a tenth of a 
degree, and voila!, you get an immediate response. It’s almost telepathic.  
It is still in its break-in period, so I’ve not put the hammer down yet with either the engine or the brakes, but I 
can say that above 4000 RPM the variocam opens up and the power increase is a visceral wallop; the sound, 
both exhaust and intake, grows to the glorious wail that only a flat six can produce. The sport exhaust on the 
GT4 is of a different design from that of the Cayman S or GTS. To my ears it sounds even “racier” when it’s 
opened up. The brakes are straight off the GT3 and are truly massive up front. From what I’ve experienced 
with them thus far--perhaps 50% of their capability--I know they’ll be quite impressive on the track. The tires 
are Michelin Sport Cup 2’s all around and they are communicative and very sticky.  
I commute to work early, around 0430 or so, and there’s not much traffic out then. I’ve taken the car to work 
a few times and have given the handling a bit of a go on some of the local Interstate on and off ramps. One in 
particular, for those familiar with Pensacola, comes onto I-110 South from Davis Highway, and has about a 270 
degree wide-radius turn. I’ve had it at 1.00 lateral G’s  (see the G meter in photo below) through that turn with 
nary a squeal from the tires and the car keeping a bedrock steady attitude. It feels like it’s carved out of a solid 
billet of aluminum.  
So I’m eagerly waiting to get it through its break-in period and then taking it to the track. Can’t happen soon 
enough! 
 

 
Above: Instrument panel with the max G-Force display pulled up on the multi-function display 
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 ARNIE ONDIS – GULF BREEZE, FL  2014 BOXSTER 

 ED and ginny stone – magnolia springs, al 2015 macan s 

and 2014 panamera 4 

 Paul ring – fairhope, al 2001 boxster S 

 Jim kennedy-- mobile, al 1963 356 
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WITH PRIZES!! 
 

 
 

 

 
Ferdinand Porsche Sr. (left) and his son, Dr. Ferdinand Anton Ernst “Ferry” Porsche, age 28, in 1937 

 

 

HERE’S THE DEAL (and see Rules & Regulations below for more details):  The FIRST* person to email me 

(Roger Gilmore, ryc940@gmail.com) with the correct answer will have their choice of 1 of 2 prizes:  $25 cash, 

or TWO free passes to the Club’s Autocrosses.  (*See Rules & Regulations at the end of the Newsletter.) 

There are NO online search restrictions.  You can use ANY source that you wish to answer the question.  
Now THAT makes it EASY!! 
 
 

!!WINNER!! 

We had a winner for July’s Trivia Question!  Richard Birge, Pensacola, got the correct answer and 

elected to receive 2 free Autocross passes.  Great job, Richard!  

 

mailto:ryc940@gmail.com
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JULY’S TRIVIA QUESTION AND CORRECT ANSWER: 

Question:  
 What is the origin of the name of the Porsche Panamera?  Why is it significant to Porsche?  

 

Answer:   
 It originated from the famous Mexican endurance race, the Carrera-Panamericana, which Porsche first 

entered in 1950 and won. And also won in 1952, 53, and 54, thus beginning Porsche’s long history of racing 

glory.  This was also the origin of the Carrera badge. 

 

THIS EDITION’S QUESTION 

 
This one is a bit harder than July’s question, so you may have to dig around a bit! 

 
 
 
 

The 3 images below all belong to the same vehicle.   

Your trivia mission is to answer the following questions: 

 1.  What the heck is this thing? 

 2.  What were the four “trim levels” it came in? 

 3.  When was it made? 

 4.  Who made it? 

 5.  Why on earth is this even included in the Porsche Trivia?  Be 

specific! 

(The correct answer will include at least 4 of the 5 above elements.) 
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Rules & Regulations for Porsche Trivia Quiz and Photo Caption Contest 

1. How to Play:  Email your answer to the Trivia Quiz and/or Photo Caption Contest to the Sonnenschein Porsche Club of America 

(PCA) Newsletter Editor at ryc940@gmail.com.  You may use any search or research tool to find the answer to the Trivia Quiz. 

2. Prizes:  There will be only one correct entry per Trivia Quiz, and only one chosen submission for the Photo Caption Contest per 

Newsletter edition.  The winner(s) will have the choice between $25 cash delivered via check from Sonnenschein PCA, or two free 
passes to a Sonnenschein PCA Autocross, which will be valid for one year from the month of issue and will NOT be transferrable to 
another person.  The chosen prize will be mailed to the winner(s). 

3. Eligibility:  Contest is open to all current members in good standing of Sonnenschein PCA.  Participants must be 18 years of age 

or older.  Sonnenschein PCA Board Members and their immediate family members are NOT eligible to participate.  

4. Entry Deadline:  All entries will be considered up until publication of the subsequent Newsletter issue, or until a winner(s) is 

announced. 

5. Selection of Winner:   
For the Trivia Quiz:  The FIRST entry received that is correct will be the winner.  If more than one correct entry is received within a 
24-hour period of the first correct entry, a drawing will be held by the Newsletter Editor to determine the winner.   
Some answers may be subjective in nature and the Newsletter Editor will be the sole judge in determining the correct entry, if any.   
For the Photo Caption Contest:  The Newsletter Editor will select the best entry submitted judged on originality, humor, wit, and 
appropriateness to the photo. 
The winner(s) will be recognized by a general information email sent to Sonnenschein PCA members and in the subsequent month’s 
Newsletter, along with the correct Trivia Quiz answer.  The winning Photo Caption will also appear along with the Photo. 
6.  No Winner:  If no correct entries are received for the Trivia Quiz prior to publication of the subsequent Newsletter edition, the 
prize will be rolled over to the next Trivia.  The maximum rollover amount is $50, or 4 Autocross passes, or a combination of the two.   
There will be no rollover prize for the Photo Caption Contest.  
7. General Terms:  Void where prohibited or restricted by law.  Sonnenschein PCA is the sponsor of this contest.  By participating in 

the contest, entrants agree to comply with these official rules, the sponsor’s interpretation of them and the decisions made by the 
sponsor in matters relating to the contest.  
Sonnenschein PCA is not responsible for incomplete, lost, stolen, unclear, misdirected or late entries. Any applicable taxes are the 
sole responsibility of the winner.  Sonnenschein PCA reserves the right in its sole discretion to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend 
the contest. Entrants agree to indemnify and hold harmless the sponsor from any and all liability resulting or arising from the 
contest, to release all rights to bring any claim, action or proceeding against the sponsor, and hereby acknowledge that the sponsor 
has neither made nor is in any manner responsible or liable for any warranty, representation or guarantee, express or implied, in 
fact or in law, relative to the prize. 

8. Ownership of Entries:  All entries become the property of Sonnenschein PCA and will not be returned. Each contest entrant 

consents to the use of his or her name, voice, statements and trivia answers, or any portion thereof, in connection with the contest, 
and in any and all media and manner, now or hereafter known, in perpetuity without compensation.  
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THIS ISSUE: 50 Years of the Flat Six 
 (From your Editor) 
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Family Portrait:  The 911 Turbo throughout the ages 

 
 What started it all.  Above:  The 1963 2.0 liter 911 engine 
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Well, the title is a bit misleading as it’s actually 52 years now, as the first 911’s were produced in 1963. But I 
wanted to keep the title as a nice, round number just to make it a little catchier. Guess I should have really 
written this 2 years ago! 
 
We’ll have to go back a little farther in time, though, to fully explore this. Back to 1948 or so and the birth of 
the Porsche 356, which was powered by a flat FOUR and initially had a displacement of 1.1 liters and produced 
about 40 HP. Porsche designers made the decision to utilize the engine case they had originally designed for 
the Volkswagen Beetle. It was an air-cooled pushrod overhead valve (OHV) flat four. For use in the 356, they 
designed new cylinder heads, camshaft, crankshaft, intake and exhaust manifolds and used dual carburetors 
to more than double the VW's horsepower. When the four-cam "Carrera" engine became available in late 
1955, it boosted power even more and was an extra cost option starting with the 356A, and was available 
through the 356 model run. 
 
Back to the 911 and the flat six. Throughout its life of these 50 (err, 52) years, there have been some common 
design elements that have remained true, and some that have evolved, much like the 911 itself.   
 
1.  FLATTEN IT! 

 
Above: The horizontally opposed flat six.  Cylinder intake ports are apparent, 3 on each side. Note cylinder cooling fins. 

 

Flat, or opposed, engines are self-balancing because their left-right pairs of cylinders move in opposite 
directions, or “boxer” fashion. The very low center of gravity of a flat engine improves cornering grip by 
helping to reduce weight transfer in corners. (You may see the term “polar moment of inertia” in some car 
magazine articles; this is the technical term that refers to a cars’ resistance to turning.  The more weight in the 
car that is further from its center of gravity, the larger the polar moment of inertia and this results in greater 
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turning resistance.) Traditional upright engines, especially those with overhead camshafts, have significantly 
higher centers of gravity. The same principle is true for mid-engine cars: By placing the engine closer to the 
center of gravity, the lower the polar moment of inertia and the better the turning characteristics. However, 
that feature is certainly NOT found in the 911! 
 
2.  UTILIZE THE KISS PRINCIPLE! 
 
 

 
Above: No explanation required! 

 

Ferdinand Porsche’s original design for the VW Beetle’s flat four engine focused on simplicity, durability, and 
low cost. When Porsche designed the Beetle-derived 356, those attributes remained attractive.  Air cooling 
systems can neither boil in hot weather nor freeze in winter, and can additionally reduce parts needed. 
Porsche’s racing success with air-cooled engines in the 1950’s showed Hans Mezger, the engineer who would 
lead 911 development for decades, that air-cooling could handle high power output. The early 911 engine’s 
valve train also followed these principles. Racing engines of that era had their cams driven by shafts and gears, 
but Porsche deemed this too exotic for an engine primarily used for sporting and not racing. Thus, the cams 
are driven by two duplex chains tensioned by hydraulically positioned idlers, allowing valve operation through 
rocker arms. Additionally, having 2 valves per cylinder (vice 4) reduces stress, especially near the exhaust 
valves. Things got more complicated as the years went by, but the original principle was simplicity. 
 
3.  COOL IT! 
 
 

 
Above:  The air-cooled 911 cylinder with cooling fins. 

 

Over its 30 years of development, the air-cooled 911 engine design proved capable of expansion to an 
eventual 3.8 liters and more than twice the original power. However, the more power you make, the more 
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waste heat is generated and if it’s not removed it can cause failures from temperature extremes. Air-cooling 
requires huge volumes of air. The hottest parts of the engine--the cylinders and cylinder heads--thus need to 
have large areas of cooling fins and the airflow is further augmented by forced air from fans. Piston cooling is 
also critical, and initially Porsche used cast-iron cylinders liners for both cooling and for protection of thermal 
loads on the aluminum block. The iron liners were thick, though, and could only accommodate a bore increase 
to 84 millimeters, done in 1970, which equaled a displacement of 2.2 liters. The next evolutionary step was 
replacing the thick iron liners with a very thin (a tenth of a millimeter) cylinder coating called Nikasil. This 
innovation ultimately had its limits also as continued increase in bore size (to increase displacement) lead to a 
point where the exterior cylinder cooling fins would have to be made smaller and that wasn’t compatible with 
adequate cooling. And so the air-cooled engine, for this and other technical reasons, but all related to cooling, 
had reached the end of its lifespan and the first water-cooled 911 appeared in 1999.   
 
 
4.  FUEL IT! 
 

 
Above: Weber carburetors on the left and a fuel injection/intake manifold assembly on the right.  

 

 
 
Originally built with carburetors, first Solex units and then Webers, ever-tightening emission restrictions 
prompted the development of new ways to get fuel to the engine. This was the beginning of fuel injection, 
which initially was accomplished with mechanical units. Eventually, this led to electronic units with the 
evolving series of Bosch systems that had evermore sophisticated controls. The goal was to maintain air-fuel 
mixtures in the narrow range suitable for modern catalytic exhaust systems. Also, ignition systems evolved 
along with the fuel delivery, with evolutionary changes from distributor systems to completely programmable 
digital timing controls. 
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5.  EVOLVE IT! 
 

 
Above: 911 evolution through the ages. 

 

 
 
How in the world does such an unconventional engine design succeed and thrive through three decades until 
the paradigm shift to the water-cooled 911 in 1999? Remember the Chevrolet Corvair? It had an air-cooled flat 
six and Chevy gave up on it in 1969. The 911 engine has succeeded because buyers wanted it, and because 
competition and racing kept a stream of new technologies flowing into the production car’s capabilities. It has 
not been a fixed design, but an ongoing living evolution, brought about by the people of Porsche, racing, and 
the large cadre of 911 owners who have remained faithful to the marque. 
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Above: 50 years of evolution reaches the pinnacle. Yes, there is a flat six in there.   

Below: The beast exposed (with some after-market mods). 
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INDEX OF PAST TECH ARTICLES 

 

1.  September 2014:  Power & Torque 
2.  November 2014:  Motor Oil 
3.  January 2015:  Gas 
4.  March 2015:  Brakes 
5.  May 2015:  Who on Earth is Rudolf Diesel? 
6.  July 2015:  The turbo  
 

 
 
 

************************************************************************************************** 

In the next issue we’ll discuss: 

Porsche All Wheel Drive (AWD, AKA “4”) 

 

 
 

 

 
If you have a particular subject you’d like to see addressed in “DIE TECHNISCHEN HINWEISE”, or if you’d like to 

submit your own article, just let me know and send me an email at: ryc940@gmail.com 
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ALSO SEE THE EVENTS CALENDER ON THE CLUB’S WEBSITE! 

 

AUTOCROSS!!! 

 
The Club’s Event trailer with a fancy new decorative wrap  

 

These are always a blast and the Club always sets up a fun & challenging course. If you’ve never been to one, 

give it a try! And don’t feel intimidated! It is really just for fun and without exception everyone who’s been to 

their first one leaves with a huge grin on their face. 

I'd like to encourage you to come out and see how the autocross works, meet the other members, see the 
cars, help work the corners and timing table. Bring your lawn chair; it's a fun time. Of course, we'd like for you 
to get out on the lot and practice your cornering and braking! If you are a new member, this would be a great 
time to say hello. 
  
If you’re new to autocrossing and may want to participate, there are some basic items you’ll need to be aware 
of: You will need a DOT approved helmet (motorcycle will suffice), closed-toed shoes, and seat belts. To 
prepare your car, remove everything from the cockpit that may fly around during braking and cornering. At 
the course, a Club tech inspector will check your lug nuts and under the hood to make sure that nothing is 
going to fly off the car. Think of your favorite number and we'll supply the painter's tape for you to mark your 
car, unless you have your own numbers. It's not a race; it's an opportunity for you to try your hand at 
performance driving all in the safety and confines of a parking lot. We love to watch the new drivers, but what 
we really love to hear is the laughter coming from the car when they swing about the slaloms and turns for the 
first time. When you see your elapsed time drop and drop with each run, you'll be hooked. 
 
You MUST pre-register by using the below link: 
https://clubregistration.net 
  

https://clubregistration.net/
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The registration will close at 8PM CST on the Thursday before the event. 

 

Here are the remaining Robertsdale Autocross dates for 2015:  

 September 19 

 November 14 

 

We are also having another Autocross at Pace High School on October 17. 

 

Other Autocross registration details: 

 Who: Sonnenschein Region Porsche Club of America 

 What: Autocross 

 When: Dates as above.  Table opens at 7:00 AM, Drivers' Meeting at 9:00 AM, Track Walk at 9:30 AM. 
 You must be registered and signed in NLT 9:00 AM! 

 Where:  22251 Palmer Street, Robertsdale, AL, or Pace High School, 4065 Norris Road, Pace, FL. 

 Fee:  PCA Members $25; Non-Members $35 and payable the day of the event 

 

OTHER UPCOMING EVENTS: 

  
 “The Mississippi Run”: Saturday Oct. 3rd. Once again, and coming to you from our friends in 

Mississippi, David Wilson has planned another Mississippi Rally which will take you over the 
river and through the woods to wind up at a really good eatin' spot! Meet at the intersection of 
Hwy 614 and 63 in Wade, MS. Those coming from the West can meet me at I-10 exit 50 at the 
Kangaroo station to the North. Meet at 11:00 in Wade or 10:30 at the Kangaroo. Let`s have a 
spirited run in the country and then a good lunch in Ocean Springs. Any questions email me or 
call 228-324-9714. 

 “Cars and Coffee”: A casual get together of car enthusiasts that meets every 4th Saturday of 
each month. It is open to all makes/models of cars. Held at Rave Motion Pictures, 5149 Bayou 
Boulevard, Pensacola from 10 AM to 12 PM. The next event will be September 26. 

 

 

PORSCHE SPONSORED EVENTS 

Porsche has two excellent events for high performance driving that you may wish to consider: 

 

1.  Porsche Sport Driving School. This is held at Barber Motorsports Park on a regular basis. Here’s a link to 

their website which also has an excellent video about the School:   

https://www.porschedriving.com/centers/Porsche-Sport-Driving-School 

New at Barber are the Barber Motorsports Park Proving Grounds. This is a 22 acre, multi-use facility 
comprised of a track (the Handling Circuit) with multiple configuration possibilities (the track includes a large, 
banked turn), a large skid pad and plenty of paved area to either extend the length of the Handling Circuit or 
add additional exercises like Performance Driving Techniques, Lane Change and Turbo Launch. The facility can 
be used for corporate Half Day and Full Day Dynamic Driving Programs.  I’ve not yet seen this in person at 
Barber, but the aerial photo of it on the “Facilities” tab of the above website look pretty awesome! 
 

 

https://www.porschedriving.com/centers/Porsche-Sport-Driving-School
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2.  The Porsche Experience Center. This is a brand new facility in Atlanta, and just opened this past spring. It 

appears by all accounts to be a beautiful facility. The Center will be offer many different items, from 6 

different track environments to simulators, human performance labs, museum, restaurant, coffee shop, and 

more.  Take some time to explore their website: 

https://www.porschedriving.com/centers/Atlanta 

To whet your appetite, so to speak, here’s a photo of Restaurant 356 at the Porsche Experience Center, along 

with some info about it: 

 
 

Located in the new Porsche Experience Center, Restaurant 356 is a contemporary restaurant, with a relaxed 

yet elegant feel.  

The Porsche restaurant offers fine dining with a refined yet approachable menu highlighting a wine program 

celebrating the great winegrowing regions of the world and innovative, classically focused cocktails. Featuring 

coveted views of the all-new world-class 1.2 mile driver development track and the world’s busiest airport, 

356 is a premier dining destination. 

The seasonal menu is rooted in high quality ingredient-driven dishes that marry diverse flavors and techniques 

seamlessly culminating the Porsche experience. With a great passion to cultivate partnerships with local 

farmers, foragers, and artisan craftsmen, our chefs are dedicated to the quality and integrity of our 

ingredients. Restaurant 356 provides elegant offerings that excite the senses, engage the palate, and satisfy 

the appetite. 

Restaurant 356 is located on the second floor of the Porsche Experience Center. Please be prepared to show a 

photo id at the Porsche entry gate along with your reservation name. Reservations are required. 

And here’s a link to a YouTube video clip that gives you a first hand look at the driving experience.   

Take a look; it seems like a blast! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgZU4Ctcw_c&feature=youtu.be 

I think it may be worth a trip to Atlanta! 

https://www.porschedriving.com/centers/Atlanta
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgZU4Ctcw_c&feature=youtu.be
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PLAN TO ENJOY ESCAPE 2015 NOW!!  OCTOBER 1-3, 2015 

Experience the exhilaration of driving your Porsche through history. Roam the hills with free-ranging buffalo, 
mine for gold at an old miner’s camp, explore some of the world’s largest caves, dine where Calamity Jane and 
Wild Bill Hickok once called home, tour monuments like Mount Rushmore and Crazy Horse. Escape to 
Rushmore 2015 is an event that you will not want to miss. 
At Escape 2015, you’ll enjoy awesome variety and appealing activities in all directions. Organized tours and 
drives provide many alternatives. You can join organized groups or follow maps independently. You and your 
Porsche will love variety and the choices you make. 
Here’s a link to the website where you can get all the details: 
http://escape2015.pca.org 

 

 

http://escape2015.pca.org/
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HIGH PERFORMANCE DRIVER’S EDUCATION (HPDE, or just DE) 

Tired of the daily commute? Then get your Porsche out on the track, where it was meant to be!  You must 

register online at www.clubregistration.net for PCA sponsored events. Here are upcoming dates for PCA 

sponsored DE’s in our area: 

 

Alabama PCA at Barber Motorsports Park: Their next event, which just recently opened up for 

registration, will be their “Fall Fest” on October 2 & 3. They have recently added a new offering, which may be 

of interest for those curious of what a HPDE weekend is all about. It’s called the Driver’s Ed Experience and 

consists of an introductory HPDE course, Saturday only, attendance at drivers meeting, 2 classroom sessions, 

reduced speed track demonstration and reduced speed track driving with an instructor. The cost for this is 

$100. The cost for the regular 2-day DE is $525. After October’s event, the next DE will likely be in March 2016. 

 

Mardi Gras Region PCA at NOLA Motorsports Park: Their next event is October 31-November 1.  

Registration is currently open. The cost is $350 for 2 days, or $225 for 1 day. Those are great prices! Mardi 

Gras Region is combining forces with Whiskey Bat Region PCA for this event, so look for it in Club Registration 

under “Whiskey Bay Region PCA”. 

 

Peachstate PCA at Road Atlanta: Their next DE events will be October 24-25. Registration will open 

9/7/15 for the October event. Cost is $450 if solo and $500 with instructor. 
 

 

 

There are also non-PCA DE events run by private clubs.  Here are 3 good sources and the first two clubs also 

use Club Registration (www.clubregistration.net): 

 

1.  Chin Motorsports. Access their webpage at http://www.chinmotorsports.com/ 

They have events at local tracks including Barber, NOLA, Road Atlanta, and Sebring. Here are dates for 2015 

for their events in our region: Barber September 19 & 20; and Road Atlanta September 26 & 27, October 17 & 

18, and November 28 & 29. 

 

2.  PBOC Motorsports Club (Porsche BMW Owners Club). Access their webpage at http://pbocflorida.com/ 

They have events at local tracks including Barber, Road Atlanta, and Sebring. Their next DE at Barber will be 

November 21-22. 

 

3.  Rezoom Motorsports. Access their webpage at http://www.rezoommotorsports.com/index.html 

They have events at Barber, Road Atlanta, Daytona, Roebling Road, Virginia International Raceway (VIR), and 

others. They use a different registration site other than Club Registration, which you can access on the 

Rezoom website. Here are their dates for 2015: VIR September 18; Road Atlanta, October 9, 10, and 11; 

Barber, November 14 & 15; and Daytona December 4, 5, and 6. 

http://www.clubregistration.net/
http://www.clubregistration.net/
http://www.rezoommotorsports.com/index.html
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Considering a new Porsche? Or looking for a quality used Porsche? Then consider our Club’s affiliated Porsche 

dealer: 

 

 

For knowledgeable and courteous service choose Dean McCrary Porsche of Mobile! We feature certified sales 

professionals and the most highly trained service technicians in the industry, with a commitment to customer 

care, which sets us apart. Welcome, and we hope you enjoy your visit – virtual or otherwise! 

 

Editor’s Note: 

Remember, this is YOUR Newsletter and YOUR Club! Any and all submissions are heartily 
welcomed for inclusion! Whether it is one paragraph, or your first novella, send it in to me. 
And send your photos, too! And if you’d like to see another section to the Newsletter, or 
have any other suggestions, let me know. 
My email is: ryc940@gmail.com 
Thanks! 
Roger Gilmore 

 

mailto:ryc940@gmail.com
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YOUR PERIODIC PHENOMENAL PORSCHE 

PICTURES, “YOUR P4” 
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P.S. 
And until the next time, remember:  “PTINS” (as below)…Editor 
 
 

 

 

 

 

YOUR caption here!! Send me your submissions! (ryc940@gmail.com) 

(See Page 3 of the Newsletter, and Rules & Regulations on page 22.) 
 

mailto:ryc940@gmail.com
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